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Chapter 441: Fire Talent 

 

In the center of the five attribute territories. 

Liu Yan and the others were fighting against Moonshine Qilin. 

Liu Yan pierced through Moonshine Qilin’s scales. He also used the Prison of Giant Trees to trap it. The 

battle went smoothly. 

Moonshine Qilin was restricted to its original position by the Prison of Giant Trees, unable to move at all. 

Even though Moonshine Qilin continued to attack the Prison of Giant Trees, its effort was futile. 

The Prison of Giant Trees was comprehended from the Wood Secret Art. It perfectly displayed the 

power of the wood attribute. It firmly restricted Moonshine Qilin to its original position. 

Under the attack of Moonshine Qilin, the Prison of Giant Trees was still extremely sturdy. There was no 

possibility of it being damaged in a short time. 

At this moment, Liu Yan also discovered a new thing. 

Previously, when Liu Yan used the Prison of Giant Trees, he directly trapped the target, leaving quite a 

bit of space. 

This time, Liu Yan controlled the Prison of Giant Trees to shrink. This way, he could restrict Moonshine 

Qilin completely. It also made it easier for his team members to attack the parts where its scales had 

been destroyed. 

Moonshine Qilin’s body was originally quite huge, almost the size of a small hill. The Prison of Giant 

Trees shrunk and restricted Moonshine Qilin. Moonshine Qilin could not move at all. 

At the same time, Liu Yan also discovered Moonshine Qilin could not effectively attack the Prison of 

Giant Trees. After all, it was restricted. There was no space for it to move. Without a range of impact, it 

was impossible to accumulate energy to form an impact force. 

As such, Moonshine Qilin effectively could not tack Moonshine Qilin. 

The Prison of Giant Trees was extremely sturdy, so Moonshine Qilin had no chance to destroy it. 

Liu Yan also did not expect that he could use the Prison of Giant Trees in this way. It seemed that in the 

future, it was necessary to shrink the prison of giant trees and completely bind his target, especially a 

powerful opponent. It would make for his opponent impossible to destroy the Prison of Giant Trees! 

At this moment, the team members could attack Moonshine Qilin, which was restricted and unable to 

move. 

Liu Yan had pierced through the scales for them. With their strength, they could launch an effective 

attack on Moonshine Qilin and cause a certain amount of damage. 



Although the damage caused was relatively limited due to the difference in their strength. 

However, there were still over a dozen people, so the combined damage was not low. 

Under the attacks of many team members, Moonshine Qilin’s body had already started to show many 

wounds, and golden-red blood flowed out. 

The golden-red blood that flowed out of Moonshine Qilin was emitting a high temperature. Liu Yan 

could feel the terrifying fire attribute energy from it. 

Liu Yan, who was attacking, suddenly had his eyes light up. 

It was rare to see an object that contained pure fire attribute energy. 

Based on Liu Yan’s previous experience, if he used Divine Extraction to extract an object that contained 

pure attribute energy, he would have the chance to extract a talent or even a secret art. 

Currently, Liu Yan already grasped the SS-grade Gold Secret Art and the SS-grade Wood Secret Art. 

In reality, Liu Yan usually used the fire attribute energy the most. However, Liu Yan’s fire attribute 

energy relied on the A-grade skill, Flame Control. He had yet to grasp the fire attribute talent or secret 

art. 

And this was a perfect opportunity. 

Liu Yan went forward. When he got closer, he could feel the surrounding temperature rise quite a bit. It 

showed Moonshine Qilin’s golden-red blood contained pure and terrifying fire attribute elemental 

energy. 

Liu Yan directly used Divine Extraction on Moonshine Qilin’s golden-red blood. 

A milky-white light fell onto the golden-red blood. It was inconspicuous under the multicolored attacks 

of the team members. No one noticed Liu Yan’s actions. They all thought that Liu Yan was attacking. 

As the milky-white light fell, a notification appeared in front of Liu Yan. 

[ Divine Extraction of Extreme Fire Blood (S-grade) successful. Congratulations: Fire Attribute Talent (S-

grade)! ] 

[ Automatic comprehension, Flame Control has been upgraded to Flame Mastery (S-grade)! ] 

Seeing the two notifications in front of him, Liu Yan could feel that his body had undergone significant 

changes. 

First of all, after mastering the Fire Talent, his affinity towards the fire attribute elements had increased 

a lot. 

Previously, Liu Yan could sense the fire attribute elements around him and then use them. He had to use 

the A-grade skill Flame Control to sense them. 

Usually, Liu Yan could not sense the surrounding fire attribute elements and could not use them. 



But now, after mastering Fire Talent, everything changed. Liu Yan could sense the surrounding fire 

attribute elements. At the same time, he could also use them. 

Liu Yan’s fire attribute elemental power had received a significant increase. 

In addition, after grasping Fire Talent, the A-grade Flame Control upgraded to S-grade Flame Mastery 

with Liu Yan’s comprehension. 

The skill’s mechanism was similar to before, but its power suddenly increased a lot. It was purer and 

more terrifying. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was overjoyed. It was convenient to have the Divine Extraction. 

Regular awakened ones needed to be fully enlightened to grasp a talent. They needed to spend tons of 

time and energy to succeed. Moreover, it did not matter how talented they were and how many 

treasures contained fire attribute elements they had. 

However, this was much easier for Liu Yan. 

As long as Liu Yan came into contact with treasures that were pure enough and contained enough fire 

attribute elements, he could instantly grasp the Fire Talent. It was undoubtedly an extremely convenient 

shortcut. 

Liu Yan could even grasp the Fire Secret Art through the same method. 

If the other awakened ones did not have enough talent, they would spend their entire lives trying to 

grasp a secret art. 

After Liu Yan grasped the Fire Talent, he could feel the terrifying fire attribute elemental energy from 

Moonshine Qilin. 

Moonshine Qilin was the final boss, so it must be ridiculously powerful. The blood that flowed out was 

an S-grade treasure. Liu Yan was able to master the fire attribute talent in an instant. 

If he successfully killed Moonshine Qilin, then Liu Yan could extract its body. Wouldn’t he have a chance 

to master the Fire Secret Art? 

After all, Liu Yan could feel purer fire attribute energy from Moonshine Qilin’s body. 

The extreme fire blood just now was already precious. It contained the purest fire attribute elemental 

energy. 

However, Moonshine Qilin’s body also contained an even more powerful fire attribute elemental 

treasure. 

In other words, Moonshine Qilin was the most precious fire attribute elemental treasure. 

Liu Yan could not help but look forward to it even more. He did not expect that the final boss this time 

would bring him such a great harvest. 

Immediately after, Liu Yan continued to attack with all his might, trying to defeat Moonshine Qilin as 

soon as possible. 



Chapter 442: Terrifying Fire Energy 

 

Liu Yan and the others were doing their best to attack Moonshine Qilin. 

Moonshine Qilin was restricted by Liu Yan’s Prison of Giant Trees and could not move. It could only take 

the attacks from the team members. 

However, its defense was shockingly high. 

Even when the team members attacked the part of Moonshine Qilin that had its scales broken by Liu 

Yan, the damage was still limited. 

After a wave of attacks, Moonshine Qilin seemed to have only received light injuries. There was still a 

long way before they could defeat Moonshine Qilin. 

Liu Yan was not in a hurry. There was still some time before the earth attribute territory and the water 

attribute territory finished off all the monsters in the first four waves. 

His people still had plenty of time. 

If this continued, they would be able to defeat Moonshine Qilin before the other two forces arrived. 

Just as the group was successfully attacking, a powerful fire element suddenly condensed on Moonshine 

Qilin’s wounds bleeding with Extreme Fire Blood. 

Liu Yan, who had just grasped the Fire Talent, had a clear perception of the fluctuations of the fire 

attribute energy. 

Although Moonshine Qilin had a terrifying fire attribute elemental energy in its body before, it had 

never erupted. 

At this moment, Moonshine Qilin was angered because of its injuries. The terrifying fire attribute 

elemental energy was condensing on the wounds. 

This fire attribute energy was over the chart. Liu Yan immediately realized that things were not looking 

good. 

“Everyone stops attacking and pull away first!” Liu Yan suddenly shouted. 

When the team members heard this, they were all somewhat baffled. They were attacking smoothly. At 

this time, shouldn’t they keep attacking Moonshine Qilin? Why did they suddenly need to retreat? 

Although Allen Smith did not have a Fire Talent, his powerful strength made his perception clearer. He 

also sensed that Moonshine Qilin’s body was condensing a terrifying power. 

This power was too terrifying. The awakened ones could not withstand it at all. 

Allen Smith did not even think about it and retreated. 

When the other team members saw this, they realized something was wrong. Even Allen Smith had 

retreated so carefully. Coupled with Liu Yan’s sudden order, something was about to happen. 



The team members chose to trust Liu Yan and hurriedly retreated. 

Murong Xue, on the other hand, was somewhat reluctant to retreat. At the same time, she did not 

ponder on it because of her terrifying defense. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan pulled Murong Xue over and pulled her back. 

Just as everyone started to retreat, Moonshine Qilin condensed its fire attribute energy. It suddenly 

erupted. 

The Prison of Giant Trees was burned into ashes under the terrifying fire attribute elemental energy. 

The Prison of Giant Trees had a strong defense. At the same time, it could continuously absorb the wood 

attribute energy to strengthen the prison. It could withstand continuous regular attacks. 

However, if it was faced with a sudden and extremely powerful explosion, it would not be able to 

withstand it. 

It was what happened just now. 

The Moonlight Qilin suddenly erupted with a terrifying fire attribute elemental energy. The Prison of 

Giant Trees could not withstand it and was burned into ashes. Naturally, it was also unable to continue 

absorbing wood attribute energy to strengthen its cage. 

Liu Yan was not surprised when he saw this. 

Although the Prison of Giant Trees was powerful, it was only an S-grade skill comprehended from the 

Wood Secret Art. Its strength was still limited. 

The awakened ones and fierce beasts could not break through this powerful Prison of Giant Trees for 

the rest of their lives. 

However, Moonshine Qilin was a powerful level 70 SS-grade boss. Its strength was incredible. It was not 

a surprise that it could break through the Prison of Giant Trees. 

After Moonshine Qilin broke through the Prison of Giant Trees, it did not stop. Its entire body 

condensed into a sky-covering flame that covered Liu Yan’s group. 

Moonshine Qilin’s flame attack was not an ordinary flame. Liu Yan could see there was some black flame 

mixed with the red flame. Moreover, he could feel the terrifying fire attribute energy from it. 

Liu Yan had obtained the Fire Talent. He received a buff in the strength of fire attribute elements. 

Moreover, his resistance to fire attribute elements had also increased remarkably. 

However, he would suffer some injuries if he was hit by Moonshine Qilin’s flame. 

If the rest of the team members were hit, the situation would be even worse. At best, they would be 

heavily injured. At worst, they might even be instantly killed. 

Liu Yan’s face immediately became solemn. He knew that Moonshine Qilin would counterattack. 

However, he did not expect Moonshine Qilin’s counterattack to be swift and fierce. It did not give the 

team any time to react. 



At this moment, Liu Yan realized that he had underestimated Moonshine Qilin. He accidentally put his 

team members in danger. 

In the current situation, Liu Yan could not take this terrifying flame head-on. Hence, he could only dodge 

it. 

With the Sonic Speed skill, Liu Yan’s speed was terrifying. Naturally, dodging was not a problem for him. 

However, Liu Yan could only bring a few of his team members with him. He did not have time to take 

care of all his team members. 

Liu Yan was hesitating about which team members to bring away. He had to make a difficult decision. 

Suddenly, a familiar ice barrier descended from the sky, completely trapping Liu Yan and the others 

within it and protecting them. 

At the same time, Moonshine Qilin’s flames also covered them. The ice barrier resisted with difficulty, 

and cracks appeared before it finally shattered. 

The ice barrier was still unable to block Moonshine Qilin’s powerful fire attack. 

However, the power of the flames decreased a lot after the ice barrier was shattered. At the same time, 

it gave Liu Yan and the rest of the team time to react. 

The team members successfully pulled away from the terrifying fire attack. 

Liu Yan could not help but sigh in relief when he saw that the group of team members had successfully 

dodged it. 

The situation just now was too dangerous. If it were not for Xu Han’s timely help, most of the team 

members would have been injured by the terrifying fire attack of Moonshine Qilin. 

Although there were not many team members, they were all experts from the Land of Origin. They were 

the elites of the entire team. Hence, they could not afford to lose any one of them. 

The team members had narrowly escaped death. At this moment, they could not help but gasp for 

breath as they looked at Moonshine Qilin in the distance. They felt a lingering fear. 

Fortunately, it seemed that Moonshine Qilin could not keep using that attack. 

The attack did not succeed. At this moment, Moonshine Qilin glared coldly at Liu Yan and the others. 

However, it did not continue to unleash that terrifying attack just now. It seemed there was a limit to 

the flame attack, so Moonshine Qilin could not use it repeatedly. 

Liu Yan sensed that the fire attribute energy in Moonshine Qilin’s body had weakened a little. He also 

heaved a sigh of relief. 

Chapter 443: Tacit Understanding in Battle 

 

The team members looked at Moonshine Qilin from afar and felt a lingering fear. 



“This Moonshine Qilin is too terrifying.” 

“That attack just now felt too scary.” 

“Fortunately, Xu Han acted in time. Otherwise, we wouldn’t have been able to dodge it.” 

“The power of the flames just now was too terrifying. If it had landed on us, we would have been 

finished.” 

“I didn’t expect Moonshine Qilin to have such a powerful move.” 

“We almost lost our lives here just now.” 

… 

The team members sighed one after another. 

At this moment, Xu Han’s palms were also full of sweat. 

Fortunately, Xu Han had been vigilant just now and did not relax. 

After sensing that something was wrong, Xu Han hurriedly cast a spell and saved these team members in 

the end. 

These team members might have been in trouble if they were slower. 

As the crowd control, Xu Han had an important responsibility. He needed to be in charge of the overall 

battlefield. 

Not far away, Chu Long cast a group healing spell to heal the team members who had suffered minor 

injuries. 

Liu Yan was observing Moonshine Qilin in the distance. 

Through his Fire Talent, Liu Yan could sense that the fire attribute energy in Moonshine Qilin’s body had 

weakened quite a bit. It should not be able to use that terrifying attack again for a while. 

However, the fire attribute energy in Moonshine Qilin’s body was not weak. It also meant that 

Moonshine Qilin’s current combat strength had increased significantly. 

Liu Yan wanted to use the Prison of Giant Trees to restrict Moonshine Qilin again, but it would be 

difficult. They could not gang up on Moonshine Qilin anymore. 

After roughly understanding the situation, Liu Yan hurriedly ordered, “Moonshine Qilin cannot use that 

terrifying attack now. We must seize the chance to attack. However, we have to change the battle 

method. Murong Xue and the stronger ones will hold the front while the rest will deal damage from the 

back!” 

The team members could not continue to rest after hearing Liu Yan’s order. One by one, they began to 

move. After all, this was a chance, so they could not afford to delay. 

Murong Xue held the S-grade Rock Shield and walked forward. 



With the addition of level 3 of Overlord Body and a series of enhanced defense skill buffs, Murong Xue’s 

defense had already reached a terrifying level. 

Moonshine Qilin was angry. It wanted to attack Liu Yan and the others. Seeing Murong Xue step 

forward, it took the initiative to attack. 

At the same time, Allen Smith had already held his S-grade weapon, the Blood Flame Sword, and moved 

forward to fight together. 

Liu Yan also wore his SS-grade weapon, Blue Flame Gloves, and moved forward. 

After a round of battle, the three of them finally managed to withstand the attack of Moonshine Qilin. 

The members behind also followed up and attacked together. 

Liu Yan could not use the Prison of Giant Trees to restrict Moonshine Qilin again. The members could 

not attack Moonshine Qilin safely like before. 

However, Liu Yan and the other two, who were the strongest at the front, were restraining Moonshine 

Qilin. The members behind them were also relatively safe. They only needed to be slightly careful. 

Meanwhile, Chu Long and Xu Han were not idle either. 

Chu Long needed to cast a skill to increase the combat strength of her team members from time to time. 

Then, she needed to keep an eye on Murong Xue, who was the main tank and constantly heal her. 

In addition, she also needed to pay attention to the rest of her team members. She needed to heal them 

promptly. 

Chu Long was extremely busy with many skills. Fortunately, she learned a lot of combat skills in this area 

at the Logistics School of Lighthouse Academy. Chu Long was overworked but did not feel flustered. She 

kept using healing skills in an orderly manner. 

Chu Long played a crucial role in the overall situation by casting many spells. At the same time, it also 

consumed a large amount of her energy. 

Chu Long took out the S-grade treasure, the Mysterious Fog Bead, and used the energy within to 

replenish her energy. From there, she continued to use healing and support skills. She helped Liu Yan 

and the others who were fighting Moonshine Qilin ahead. 

Xu Han’s situation was similar. 

Although Liu Yan and the other two were the strongest in front of them, Moonshine Qilin had a certain 

level of intelligence. It would not stupidly attack Liu Yan and the other two strong members, especially 

Murong Xue, who had a terrifying defense. Moonshine Qilin would look for opportunities to attack the 

rest of the team from time to time. 

Xu Han, on the other hand, played his part. Under the crowd control skills, Moonshine Qilin’s 

movements and attacks were restricted. 



Moonshine Qilin had no chance to attack the rest of the team members behind. Just as it started to 

move, Liu Yan’s team noticed it. Liu Yan and the other two arrived in time to block it, while the team 

members at the back avoided it. 

After the battle, the pressure on Liu Yan and the others was much higher than before, but it was still 

relatively smooth. More wounds appeared on the body of Moonshine Qilin, and the injuries were 

getting worse. 

During the battle, the battle tacit understanding between Liu Yan and the others gradually improved. 

Previously, only Liu Yan and Murong Xue had a good battle tacit understanding. They could not 

cooperate with Alan Smith and the others well. 

However, this battle allowed everyone to understand each other better. 

Previously, their coordination was still a little rusty. As time went on, their coordination became more 

tacit. 

They often did not need to speak to have a tacit understanding of each other’s coordination and battle. 

Liu Yan continuously used his S-grade skill, Omniscient Insight, and Fire Talent to sense Moonshine 

Qilin’s situation. 

After his Omniscient Insight had been upgraded to S-grade, his range of perception became much wider. 

Moreover, his sensitivity also increased a lot. Liu Yan could sense the changes in Moonshine Qilin’s 

strength and the condition of its physical injuries. 

Liu Yan could tell that Moonshine Qilin became a bit weaker under the combined attacks of everyone. 

Its injuries were already quite severe. 

Through his Fire Talent, Liu Yan could sense the changes in the fire attribute energy in Moonshine Qilin’s 

body. 

As the battle continued, the fire attribute energy in Moonshine Qilin’s body was weakening. Besides, 

Moonshine Qilin’s strength was weakening too. 

At the same time, Liu Yan could also observe the fire attribute energy in Moonshine Qilin’s body. He 

could sense when Moonshine Qilin was going to launch a powerful attack. Then, he would remind his 

team members to avoid danger in advance. 

Under the combined efforts of everyone, the battle was smooth but still challenging. 

Even though Moonshine Qilin was extremely powerful, Liu Yan and the others were not weak. The team 

members were all experts, and their strength was formidable. 

Under the combined attacks of everyone, Moonshine Qilin was gradually losing its strength. It seemed it 

would not take them long to defeat Moonshine Qilin. 

Chapter 444: The Three Joined Hands 

 



Liu Yan led a group of experts in a fierce battle with Moonshine Qilin. 

The battle was going smoothly. Under the joint attack of everyone, more and more wounds appeared on 

Moonshine Qilin’s body. Its injuries were getting more severe. It wouldn’t be long before they defeat 

Moonshine Qilin 

At this moment, Liu Yan used his S-grade skill Omniscient Insight and Fire Talent. Liu Yan could sense 

that the fire attribute energy within Moonshine Qilin’s body was exploding. 

It seemed that Moonshine Qilin was going to use some powerful skill. 

However, this time was different from the previous time. It seemed to be even more powerful. 

Liu Yan didn’t dare to underestimate this powerful Moonshine Qilin. He hurriedly had his team members 

retreat for a moment to avoid it. Only Liu Yan, Murong Xue, and Allen Smith continued to fight 

Moonshine Qilin. 

Hearing Liu Yan’s order, the experts retreated one after another. 

Everyone knew how powerful Liu Yan was. Since Liu Yan said there was danger, there must be a danger. 

Just as everyone retreated, Moonshine Qilin suddenly erupted. 

Moonshine Qilin’s entire body emitted a fiery red light. The middle of its scales had a dazzling and fiery 

red light. 

Moonshine Qilin’s body was covered in terrifying lava, and it was filled with a terrifying fire attribute 

energy. 

Liu Yan had Fire Talent, so his resistance to fire attribute energy was exceedingly high. But now, Liu Yan 

could feel pressure and threat from Moonshine Qilin’s body. 

If even Liu Yan felt this way, then there was no need to mention the others. 

Murong Xue and Allen Smith, who were closer, also felt the pressure. They became cautious and 

prepared to defend themselves. 

The other experts, who had already left and were quite far away, also felt a terrifying pressure. 

Even though they were so far away, the pressure was still immense. There was even a burning sensation 

on their skin. 

Everyone was helpless and could only continue to distance themselves from Moonshine Qilin. 

When Xu Han saw this, he hurriedly waved his S-grade weapon, the Phantom Blue Staff. A blizzard 

appeared in the sky, covering Moonshine Qilin, Liu Yan, and the others. 

Under the frost attribute, the pressure from the powerful fire attribute energy was slightly reduced. 

Liu Yan and the other two did not retreat. As the strongest experts among them, there was no way for 

them to retreat. 



If Liu Yan and the others retreated at this time, not only would they not have the chance to defeat 

Moonshine Qilin, but they would also bring danger to the rest of the team. 

Liu Yan knew that the current Moonshine Qilin’s combat strength was more terrifying than before. It 

would be even more difficult to deal with. 

However, Liu Yan used Omniscient Insight again. He could sense that Moonshine Qilin had used up all 

the fire attribute energy it had accumulated in its body. The attack probably wouldn’t last long. 

As long as Liu Yan and the others could withstand Moonshine Qilin and continue fighting for a while, 

Moonshine Qilin would enter its weakened state. Liu Yan and the others would be able to defeat 

Moonshine Qilin. 

And how to hold off Moonshine Qilin at its peak was the key. 

“Continue fighting. Murong Xue, defend with all your might. Allen Smith, you should be careful as well!” 

Liu Yan ordered. 

Facing the powerful Moonshine Qilin, Murong Xue also felt the pressure. However, her face was filled 

with fanaticism. She had been looking forward to such an intense battle for a long time. 

Hearing Liu Yan’s order, Murong Xue nodded her head and tightly held onto the S-grade Rock Shield. She 

pushed forward and did her best to defend. 

Murong Xue knew that right now, only three people could deal with Moonshine Qilin, and her attacks 

could not cause effective damage to it. 

Naturally, the responsibility of attacking was left to Liu Yan and Allen Smith, who had better attack 

abilities. 

Murong Xue’s responsibility was to defend with all her might and withstand the powerful Moonshine 

Qilin. 

Allen Smith nodded slightly as well. With the S-grade Blood Flame Sword in his hand, he came to the 

side of Moonshine Qilin. He was ready to find an opportunity to attack at any time. 

Attacking from the side was not the best position to attack. However, Allen Smith could restrain 

Moonshine Qilin and help Murong Xue and Liu Yan relieve the pressure. 

Although Allen Smith could not take Moonshine Qilin’s attack head-on, he was still agile and could avoid 

the attack of Moonshine Qilin. 

Liu Yan and Allen Smith also adopted the same strategy and came to the other side of Moonshine Qilin. 

The three of them attacked Moonshine Qilin from three directions. 

Murong Xue was in the front and responsible for defense. At the same time, she was also preventing 

Moonshine Qilin from attacking Xu Han, Chu Long, and the other experts at the back. 

Meanwhile, Liu Yan and Allen Smith were attacking and holding back from both sides at the same time. 



At the same time, Xu Han at the back was also continuously controlling the battlefield, helping Liu Yan 

and the other two fight. 

Meanwhile, Chu Long was continuously using support skills to enhance the combat strength of Liu Yan 

and the other two. At the same time, she was also paying attention to the situation of Liu Yan and the 

other two. If anyone were injured, Chu Long would heal them immediately. 

As for the remaining experts, although they could also use some long-range attacks, they weren’t 

powerful. It was difficult for them to deal any effective damage to the powerful Moonshine Qilin. 

These experts could fight against ten people at once. 

However, they could not do anything against this mighty Moonshine Qilin. 

Long-range attacks were useless. Although they were to engage in close combat, none of them could get 

close. 

The powerful fire attribute energy in Moonshine Qilin’s body raised the surrounding temperature. Even 

at this distance, they could feel the burning sensation on their skin. 

The team members were to get close and fight Moonshine Qilin. However, they would be burned by the 

powerful fire attribute energy before they could touch Moonshine Qilin and start fighting. 

Only the top three experts could fight Moonshine Qilin in close combat under such circumstances. 

For a time, these members were unable to affect the battle situation. They could only watch from afar, 

cheering for Liu Yan and the others in their hearts. At the same time, they felt somewhat helpless. 

In a battle of this level, they couldn’t even get close, let alone fight. They could only watch from the side. 

They were not strong enough. 

They were considered experts to ordinary members. They were already extremely powerful existences. 

But in a battle of this level, their strength wasn’t enough. 

They could still play some role against Moonshine Qilin with Liu Yan’s help. 

But now, they could no longer play a role in the fight against Moonshine Qilin at its peak. 

Chapter 445: Using All Trump Card 

 

On the battlefield. 

The team members could only watch from afar as Liu Yan and the other two dealt with the powerful 

Moonshine Qilin. They could not do anything at all. 

“Sigh. We’re not strong enough. We can’t even get close.” 

“Captain and the others are fighting a tough battle at the front, but we can only watch from behind.” 

“If it were up to me, we could rush up and help together. At most, we would be burnt and injured.” 



“No. Our strength is too weak. We might be burnt to ashes before we even get close.” 

“Forget it. We can only stay here and watch. We’ll see if there’s a chance to help later.” 

“After this battle ends, I must cultivate properly. This kind of situation cannot happen again.” 

“Yeah, this is too depressing. Captain Liu is fighting a bloody battle in front of us. We can only protect 

ourselves here!” 

… 

The group members discussed themselves. 

Initially, they thought they were all experts. They were somewhat proud and arrogant. 

However, they finally realized their shortcomings after this battle. 

Their strength was insufficient compared to existences like Moonshine Qilin and Liu Yan. 

The team members also made up their minds. After this battle ended, they would train hard and 

increase their strength. 

Not to mention that they could surpass a genius like Captain Liu Yan, they would at least be able to play 

a role in this level of battle. 

The feeling of watching the battle from the side because their strength was not enough was too 

depressing. 

At the same time, on the battlefield in front of them. Liu Yan and the other two had already begun their 

battle against Moonshine Qilin. 

After a round of battle, Liu Yan had an understanding of Moonshine Qilin. 

First, Moonshine Qilin’s body was covered in terrifying fire attribute energy. Ordinary people could not 

get close to it. 

Only Liu Yan had Fire Talent, so his resistance to fire attribute energy received a significant boost. 

In addition, the SS-grade weapon, Blue Flame Gloves, had also increased Liu Yan’s resistance to the fire 

attribute. It allowed Liu Yan to fight Moonshine Qilin in close combat. 

On the other hand, Murong Xue and Allen Smith could only rely on their powerful strength and 

resistance to fight Moonshine Qilin at a certain distance. They could not fight in close combat. 

At this moment, Moonshine Qilin was covered in terrifying fire attribute energy. Besides, its various 

attributes also received a remarkable increase. Its overall combat strength was extremely terrifying. 

Liu Yan and the other two were facing Moonshine Qilin with full strength. It was also extremely difficult 

for them. 

It was fortunate that Murong Xue’s defense was incredible. In addition, she had Chu Long’s continuous 

help behind her. Under the amplification of Chu Long’s powerful support skill, Murong Xue was barely 

able to withstand Moonshine Qilin. 



However, it seemed that she would not hold on for long. 

On the contrary, the attacks of Liu Yan and Allen Smith had an insignificant effect on Moonshine Qilin. It 

seemed that it would be tough to finish off Moonshine Qilin in a short time. 

Liu Yan and Allen Smith looked at each other and prepared to use their trump cards. 

They would be defeated if they did not use their trump cards against this powerful Moonshine Qilin. 

Initially, Moonshine Qilin did not have any enmity with them. It would only wait until its turn to attack 

the guardian beasts. 

However, Liu Yan and the others took the initiative to attack Moonshine Qilin. Hence, Moonshine Qilin’s 

enmity had long locked on Liu Yan and the others. 

Even if Liu Yan and the others stopped attacking now, Moonshine Qilin would probably not give up. It 

would chase after Liu Yan and the others. 

Right now, Liu Yan and the others had nowhere to retreat. Either they successfully defeated this 

powerful Moonshine Qilin, or they would face the risk of failure and elimination. 

At this moment, the guardian beast in the sky, the Undying Fire Phoenix, did not affect Moonshine Qilin 

at all. 

Undying Fire Phoenix was also a mighty fierce beast with SS-grade potential. However, Moonshine Qilin 

was ten levels higher than it. There was a qualitative difference in combat strength. 

Only the Undying Fire Phoenix was a flying-type fierce beast, so it was safer in the air. 

In addition, Liu Yan and the others were back holding Moonshine Qilin. So, it had no time to care about 

Undying Fire Phoenix in the air. 

Otherwise, if Moonshine Qilin were free to fight Undying Fire Phoenix, it would probably be able to kill 

the Undying Fire Phoenix in a few moves. 

Allen Smith’s aura changed, and he turned into a shadow. His agility attribute was maxed out, and he 

appeared in front of Moonshine Qilin. He stabbed the S-grade weapon, Blood Flame Sword, into 

Moonshine Qilin’s wound. 

Moonshine Qilin roared in pain. It turned its head to attack Allen Smith. 

However, Allen Smith seemed to have predicted this move. He drew his blood flame sword and 

retreated. 

Moonshine Qilin’s attack missed. It could not touch Allen Smith at all. 

Instead, Allen Smith’s attack worsened Moonshine Qilin’s wound and caused a lot of damage to it. 

At the same time, he had also used Blood Flame Sword to absorb Moonshine Qilin’s Extreme Fire Blood. 

Moonshine Qilin’s Extreme Fire Blood contained a terrifying power. After Blood Flame Sword absorbed 

Extreme Fire Blood, it instantly gained a massive boost. At the same time, it also gave some buffs to 

Allen Smith. It helped Allen Smith recover his stamina, allowing him to continue fighting. 



Liu Yan’s eyes lit up when he saw this scene. 

The skill that Allen Smith had just used was a little magical. He was not as fast as Liu Yan with Sonic 

Speed at full speed. Still, his agility attribute was suddenly at its maximum, making him incredibly agile. 

The most exaggerated point was that after Allen Smith had used this godly skill, he could predict 

Moonshine Qilin’s movements in advance and avoid them. Moonshine Qilin could not attack him. 

In addition, Moonshine Qilin’s Extreme Fire Blood contained a terrifying power. It gave Blood Flame 

Sword a massive boost, causing Allen Smith’s attack power to increase significantly. Allen Smith could 

launch an even more ferocious attack on Moonshine Qilin, causing even more damage. 

Liu Yan saw that Allen Smith was starting to use his trump card, so Liu Yan did not hold back anymore. 

Liu Yan went to the side of Moonshine Qilin and picked up the SS-grade weapon, Blue Flame Gloves. He 

used the God’s Effect of the Blue Flame Fist Glove, Blue Flame Strike! 

Blue Flame Strike was the God’s Effect of the Blue Fire Flame Gloves. It could store ordinary fire energy 

and condense it into extreme blue fire. Then, the blue fire would explode during battle! 

Ever since Liu Yan obtained the Blue Flame Gloves, Liu Yan would use Flame Control whenever he was 

free. He would fill Blue Flame Glove with fire attribute energy to increase the stored energy. 

For a long time, Liu Yan did not know how much fire attribute energy he had stored in the gloves. 

And this terrifying and enormous fire attribute energy suddenly condensed and exploded out. Even Liu 

Yan himself did not know how terrifying it would be. 

Chapter 446: Terrifying Blue Flame Strike! 

 

Beside Moonshine Qilin. 

Liu Yan held the SS-grade weapon, Blue Flame Gloves, and his aura changed. A terrifying power suddenly 

erupted. 

The condensed fire attribute energy instantly poured out towards Moonshine Qilin. 

Under the terrifying fire attribute energy, Murong Xue and Allen Smith were sent flying dozens of 

meters away. 

Moonshine Qilin was hit and covered by the terrifying fire attribute energy. 

Moonshine Qilin was burning under the condensed fire attribute energy. 

The fire attribute energy had already been condensed to the extreme. It was like a liquid that covered 

Moonshine Qilin. 

Under this terrifying reaction, Liu Yan’s body was sent flying meters away. 

Liu Yan and the others all landed in the distance. 



The usually calm Allen Smith had a look of surprise on his face at this moment. When he saw Liu Yan’s 

actions just now, he guessed that Liu Yan was going to use some powerful trump card. It would be 

extremely powerful. 

However, Allen Smith didn’t expect that Liu Yan’s trump card would be so powerful and terrifying. 

Allen Smith had only seen such a terrifying attack from the higher-ups of the Tower. He had never seen 

his peers use this level of attack. 

Murong Xue was also surprised. “When did Liu Yan have such a powerful trump card?” 

Xu Han, who was not far away, was also surprised. 

“I didn’t expect Liu Yan to have such a trump card. It should be enough for Moonshine Qilin to take a hit. 

Haha!” Xu Han said excitedly. 

Chu Long was also happy. She had just witnessed the might of Moonshine Qilin, and she was still 

worried about Liu Yan and the others. 

After all, if they lost this battle, all their previous efforts would be in vain. Moreover, they would all be 

eliminated. 

It was even possible that their lives would be in danger. 

However, Chu Long didn’t expect that Liu Yan would suddenly use such a terrifying godly skill, causing 

such an incredible effect. 

At the same time, the other experts who were worried about the battle in front of them were also 

extremely excited when they saw this scene. 

“Damn! Captain’s attack is too powerful.” 

“Is this the true strength of the captain of the Land of Origin team? It’s too terrifying.” 

“Yeah, our New Continent team and your Pan-ocean Community team lost to Liu Yan. It’s not unfair at 

all.” 

“Now, we can finally defeat this Moonshine Qilin, right?” 

“Fortunately, Liu Yan’s strength is strong enough. Otherwise, we would have all suffered.” 

… 

When they saw that Moonshine Qilin was covered in that terrifying fire attribute attack, they all thought 

they had successfully defeated it. They all heaved a sigh of relief. 

At this moment, Liu Yan climbed up. He was still as serious as ever. 

Liu Yan used his S-grade skill Omniscient Insight. He could tell that Moonshine Qilin was still not dead 

even though it had been heavily injured by this terrifying Blue Flame Strike! 



The power of the Blue Flame Strike had far exceeded Liu Yan’s expectations. After all, he had 

accumulated fire attribute energy for a long time. When it exploded at this moment, its power was 

terrifying. 

However, this Moonshine Qilin was also a powerful fire attribute fierce beast. It had an extraordinary 

resistance to fire attribute energy. 

Because of this, Blue Flame Strike only heavily injured Moonshine Qilin but did not kill it. 

This terrifying Blue Flame Strike would have killed Moonshine Qilin instantly if it was a fierce beast of 

the same level as other attributes. 

Liu Yan sighed. This Moonshine Qilin was a fire attribute SS-grade fierce beast. Hence, Liu Yan had an 

advantage and a disadvantage when fighting it. 

The advantage was that it would be convenient for Liu Yan to carry out Divine Extraction. Just now, Liu 

Yan had only extracted the Extreme Fire Blood of Moonshine Qilin, and he obtained an S-grade Fire 

Talent. 

Liu Yan could successfully kill Moonshine Qilin and extract the more powerful parts of its body that 

contained fire attribute energy. Then, he might have a chance to obtain a higher-grade Fire Secret Art. 

The disadvantage was naturally obvious. Liu Yan was proficient in fire attribute attacks. Hence, it would 

be harder for him to defeat Moonshine Qilin. 

Fortunately, Moonshine Qilin had already been heavily injured by Blue Flame Strike, so it wasn’t that 

difficult defeating it. 

“Moonshine Qilin isn’t dead yet. It’s only heavily injured. Keep fighting and seize the opportunity to 

finish it in one fell swoop!” Liu Yan shouted. 

Everyone came back to their senses and was surprised. Under this terrifying attack, Moonshine Qilin was 

not killed yet. This defense was too incredible. 

Immediately after, Allen Smith and Murong Xue took the lead and charged forward. They prepared to 

continue fighting and finish off Moonshine Qilin. 

However, as they got closer, the two could feel the terrifying residual heat from Blue Flame Strike. 

Facing the terrifying fire attribute energy from Moonshine Qilin, Allen Smith and Murong Xue were still 

able to barely block it and engage in close combat. 

However, they could not block the terrifying fire attribute energy left behind by Liu Yan’s Blue Flame 

Strike. They were also unable to get close enough to deal with Moonshine Qilin. 

As for the rest of the team members, they could not get close at all. 

Everyone could only wait at the periphery. 

At this moment, the thick smoke gradually dispersed, revealing the situation inside. 



A massive crater appeared on the spot. The power of Blue Flame Strike was too terrifying. It struck 

Moonshine Qilin into the ground, forming a large pit. 

Moonshine Qilin lay in the middle of the large pit. It looked like it was on its last breath. It was heavily 

injured. 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief when they saw Moonshine Qilin’s condition. 

Moonshine Qilin was on its last breath. Everyone only needed to wait for the terrifying fire attribute 

energy left behind by Blue Flame Strike to weaken a little. Then, they could go closer to Moonshine Qilin 

and finish it. 

The battle would undoubtedly be much easier. 

Liu Yan also had the same thought. 

The terrifying fire attribute energy left behind by Blue Flame Strike was too terrifying. Even Liu Yan could 

not resist the terrifying fire attribute energy. Same as everyone else, he could not go down to the pit for 

now. 

Fortunately, Moonshine Qilin was heavily injured, and the battle result had already been set. They could 

relax a little, and there was no need to be too anxious. 

The surrounding team members undoubtedly felt that the battle was over. They all relaxed a little as 

they started to discuss. 

“I didn’t expect Captain Liu to be so powerful and have such a godly skill.” 

“This burst is too powerful.” 

“Yeah, only Moonshine Qilin is a fire attribute fierce beast. If it were any other fierce beast, they would 

probably be instantly killed.” 

“This explosion is too terrifying. The awakened ones on the fifth level of the Tower couldn’t withstand 

Captain Liu’s attack!” 

“I didn’t expect Captain Liu to have such a powerful trump card. He’s too powerful.” 

… 

The team members worshipped Captain Liu Yan. 

Liu Yan, who had just relaxed, couldn’t help but have a stern expression on his face. He looked at 

Moonshine Qilin in the pit in disbelief. 

Chapter 447: Xu Han’s Trump Card, Extreme Frost Storm! 

 

Liu Yan looked at Moonshine Qilin in the crater with a stern expression. 

Moonshine Qilin was clearly on its last breath, and Liu Yan could even sense that it was about to die at 

any moment. 



However, Liu Yan used his S-grade skill, Omniscient Insight, and discovered something unusual. 

Moonshine Qilin was supposed to be on its last breath. However, it was rapidly recovering at this 

moment. 

In addition, Liu Yan could also sense that the fire attribute energy within Moonshine Qilin’s body was 

rapidly recovering through his Fire Talent. 

Moonshine Qilin seemed to be rapidly recovering! 

“Quiet, something’s not right,” Liu Yan suddenly said nervously. 

When the team members saw this, they all quieted down. 

They had followed Liu Yan for so long. The Land of Origin team had been in some desperate situation. 

However, they had never seen Liu Yan so serious. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was frowning. It seemed he had noticed something. 

“What’s wrong, Captain?” 

“Isn’t Moonshine Qilin heavily injured? We’re not in any danger, right?” 

“Yeah, the other two forces are still fighting with the monsters. It’s looking good for us.” 

“Did something happen?” 

… 

The team members looked at Liu Yan in confusion. 

Chu Long also realized that something was wrong. She couldn’t help but exclaim, “Moonshine Qilin’s 

vitality is recovering rapidly. How is this possible? Its recovery speed is too fast.” 

Chu Long was a priest with excellent talent. Her healing ability was exceptional. 

However, the recovery speed of Moonshine Qilin was beyond Chu Long’s understanding. 

No matter how powerful the healing ability was, it couldn’t help Moonshine Qilin recover its vitality so 

quickly. 

Moreover, there weren’t any awakened or fierce beasts healing Moonshine Qilin. Moonshine Qilin was 

completely recovering on its own. 

To be able to recover at such a terrifying speed. It was too unbelievable. 

Xu Han also discovered something was wrong and exclaimed, “Look at Moonshine Qilin in the large 

crater. The wounds on its body are healing rapidly. What is going on?” 

Everyone looked over when they heard this. 

They saw that Moonshine Qilin, which was on the verge of death, was rapidly recovering its aura in the 

large crater. 



The bleeding wounds on Moonshine Qilin’s body were recovering at an incredible speed. The scene was 

shocking and incomprehensible. 

Allen Smith seemed to have thought of something. He said, “If I remember correctly, any qilin has a 

terrifying self-healing ability. I didn’t expect it to be so powerful. From the looks of it, Moonshine Qilin 

will be able to recover to its peak condition in a few minutes.” 

The team members were all astonished. 

The Moonshine Qilin was originally this powerful. They had to expend a lot of effort before they were 

able to heavily injure Moonshine Qilin. 

Allen Smith and Liu Yan had to use their trump cards and full strength to attack Moonshine Qilin. 

But now, after expending a lot of effort, they had finally heavily injured Moonshine Qilin. When they 

were finally about to reap the fruits, Moonshine Qilin healed itself at such a terrifying speed. 

If they allowed Moonshine Qilin to recover, wouldn’t their efforts to besiege Moonshine Qilin be 

wasted? 

Most importantly, they could not trump card again in a short period. 

Even though Allen Smith and Liu Yan did not say it, everyone could guess they could not use their trump 

cards for now. 

It also meant that if they were to fight Moonshine Qilin at its peak again, everyone would have no way 

to deal with Moonshine Qilin. They would be exterminated by Moonshine Qilin! 

“This Moonshine Qilin is too strong. What should we do?” 

“No, we must deal with Moonshine Qilin as soon as possible. We can’t let it recover.” 

“If we let Moonshine Qilin recover completely, we’ll all die here.” 

“How can it have such an exaggerated self-healing ability? It is too terrifying.” 

“But we can’t even get close to Moonshine Qilin. How are we supposed to attack?” 

… 

The team members were all panicking. 

If they waited until Moonshine Qilin fully recovered, they would lose. They wouldn’t be able to defeat 

Moonshine Qilin twice. 

Now was the best time. Before Moonshine Qilin fully recovered, they had to defeat it quickly. 

However, the power of Blue Flame Strike was too terrifying. The terrifying fire attribute energy left 

behind made it impossible for them to get close to the crater. 

The team members wanted to reach Moonshine Qilin in the center of the crater and launch an attack. 

However, they would be incinerated by the terrifying fire attribute energy left behind by Blue Flame 

Strike before they could get close. 



For a moment, the group of team members felt helpless. 

If they waited any longer, they would die. 

However, they could not do anything. They were in a difficult situation, completely stuck between a rock 

and a hard place. 

Liu Yan could not help but look at Xu Han and ask, “Do you have any ideas?” 

Xu Han was a frost attribute mage, and his strength was incomparably powerful. He might have some 

ideas in this aspect. 

However, Liu Yan was not very sure. After all, the fire attribute energy left behind by the Blue Flame 

Strike was too terrifying. Xu Han’s normal frost attribute skill could not repel it. He had to have an 

extremely powerful frost attribute spell or ultimate skill to do so. 

Xu Han nodded slightly and said, “Leave it to me. I can let you get close to Moonshine Qilin, but I’ll leave 

the matter of dealing with Moonshine Qilin to you.” 

As Xu Han said this, he began to chant a complicated spell with a stern expression. 

With Xu Han’s skills, he naturally didn’t need to chant a spell to cast a normal spell. Instead, he could use 

his staff to cast it. 

But now, he needed to chant this complicated spell himself. He needed to cast an extremely powerful 

spell. 

Xu Han’s expression was stern. After chanting for a while, he waved his Phantom Blue Staff. 

“Extreme Frost Storm!” 

As soon as he finished, massive frost attribute energy condensed around. 

Then, a snowstorm appeared, covering the crater and Moonshine Qilin. 

The snowstorm contained a terrifying frost attribute energy. It was much more powerful than any spell 

that Xu Han had cast before. It was not even on the same level. 

Under this terrifying frost attribute power, the fire attribute power left over from Blue Flame Strike 

dispelled faster. 

Not long after, everyone felt that the burning sensation had weakened. The team members could finally 

enter the large crater. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan also heaved a sigh of relief. This time, everyone could finally enter the large crater 

and take care of Moonshine Qilin that had not fully recovered. 

“Hurry up and fight. Don’t hold back any strength. Finish off Moonshine Qilin as soon as possible. We 

must do it as soon as possible!” Liu Yan ordered. 

The team members were prepared. Upon hearing Liu Yan’s order, they all held their weapons and 

charged toward Moonshine Qilin in the middle of the crater. 



Chapter 448: The Strange Moonshine Qilin 

 

The team members rushed forward and attacked Moonshine Qilin once again. 

Blue Flame Strike had left a terrifying amount of fire attribute energy residue. However, Xu Han’s 

Extreme Frost Storm had suppressed it by more than half. Liu Yan was somewhat surprised to see that. 

It seemed that Xu Han’s trump card skill was extraordinary. It could even suppress the terrifying fire 

attribute energy left behind by Blue Flame Strike. 

Liu Yan had an A-grade skill, Frost Control. He knew that he would not be able to achieve this step. 

Xu Han’s Extreme Frost Storm was terrifying. It would be a powerful skill to attack or control the field. 

Immediately, Liu Yan picked up his SS-grade weapon, Blue Flame Gloves, and joined the battle. 

Liu Yan had just used the almighty Blue Flame Strike. It was also his trump card. 

However, Blue Flame Strike was merely a large amount of fire attribute energy he had stored in the 

past. It did not cause many side effects to the current Liu Yan. 

At this moment, Liu Yan still possessed sufficient stamina and energy to battle. 

Xu Han, who was at the back, was utterly exhausted after casting the Extreme Frost Storm. He did not 

have the strength to stand up, let alone fight. He could barely stand while supporting himself with a rock 

beside him. 

“This is all I can do. The rest is up to you all.” Xu Han said in a somewhat weak voice. 

Using this Extreme Frost Storm was a heavy burden on Xu Han. 

Fortunately, Xu Han had successfully achieved his goal. He had suppressed the fire attribute energy left 

behind by Blue Flame Strike. It allowed the team members to enter the large crater and seize the 

opportunity to finish Moonshine Qilin. 

Xu Han was surprised when he saw that Liu Yan had also charged forward and still had combat strength. 

Xu Han knew his Extreme Frost Storm was extremely powerful. However, it could only slightly suppress 

the remaining fire attribute energy from Liu Yan’s Blue Flame Strike. It was not enough to suppress it 

completely. 

Not to mention that this was only the remaining fire attribute energy. Although Xu Han’s Extreme Frost 

Storm was powerful, it was still much weaker than Liu Yan’s Blue Flame Strike. 

Xu Han was surprised. Liu Yan’s trump card was so terrifying and much stronger than his Extreme Frost 

Storm. 

However, Xu Han did not expect that after Liu Yan used the terrifying Blue Flame Strike, he still had the 

stamina to continue fighting. How did he do this? 



Xu Han’s face was filled with confusion. In Xu Han’s heart, Liu Yan had become even more powerful and 

terrifying. 

At the same time, Liu Yan and the rest of the team arrived at the large pit. Moonshine Qilin was close to 

them, and the battle had begun. 

When they got closer, Liu Yan was somewhat surprised to discover that Moonshine Qilin’s recovery 

speed was even faster than Liu Yan had expected. 

In a short while, Moonshine Qilin’s injuries had recovered by 50%. 

Liu Yan could not help but feel a little worried. Moonshine Qilin’s recovery speed was far beyond his 

expectations. 

Although Moonshine Qilin had not recovered to its peak combat strength, it still possessed more than 

half of its combat strength. 

In this state, were they still a match for Moonshine Qilin? 

Allen Smith could still fight, but after the loss just now, his combat strength had already decreased. 

Although Murong Xue maintained her combat strength, Murong Xue’s offensive strength was limited. 

As for the rest of the team members, although they were also experts, the damage they dealt to 

Moonshine Qilin was limited. 

Liu Yan was still fine, almost maintaining his peak combat strength. 

Although Liu Yan had his suspicions, Liu Yan could not care too much at this moment. He hurriedly led 

his team members to attack. 

The battle plan was still the same. Murong Xue would be at the front, taking up the defensive position. 

Liu Yan and Allen Smith would attack from both sides and hold them back. 

The rest of the team members would follow behind and attack Moonshine Qilin’s injuries. 

Only by attacking these injuries would these team members be able to deal effective damage to 

Moonshine Qilin’s strong defense. 

Soon, Liu Yan and the others launched a round of attacks on Moonshine Qilin. 

However, to their surprise, Moonshine Qilin did not retaliate. It did not even open its eyes to respond to 

Liu Yan and the others. 

At this moment, Moonshine Qilin seemed to be in a strange state. Its eyes were tightly shut, and it did 

not move at all. It looked like it was waiting to be slaughtered by Liu Yan and the others. 

“Strange. Why isn’t Moonshine Qilin moving?” 

“It’s just staying here to attack us. Is there such a good thing?” 

“It can’t be a trap, right?” 



“What’s going on? Could Moonshine Qilin have just been beaten silly?” 

“This is good for us. There’s no more danger.” 

… 

The team members were all somewhat puzzled. They all felt that this situation was strange, but it also 

seemed to be beneficial to them. They were all happy. 

Liu Yan frowned slightly. He felt that something was wrong. 

After using his S-grade skill, Omniscient Insight, Liu Yan was instantly stunned. 

Moonshine Qilin indeed did not counterattack. It just stayed there and allowed everyone to attack it. 

However, the rapid recovery of Moonshine Qilin did not stop at all. 

Even if everyone attacked it, it did not stop its recovery. 

Moonshine Qilin had already recovered from the damage that Liu Yan and the others had dealt. 

Liu Yan did not know when Moonshine Qilin would wake up, but he estimated that it be by the time it 

fully recovered. 

At that time, Liu Yan and the others were exhausted from the battle. They would not be able to use their 

trump cards and skills. How could they be a match for Moonshine Qilin when it was at its peak 

condition? 

Liu Yan immediately cried out in surprise. “Moonshine Qilin is still recovering. Hurry up and make your 

move. Our attack speed must catch up to its recovery speed. Otherwise, we’ll be finished!” 

The expressions of the team members, who were all somewhat happy, immediately turned stern when 

they heard Liu Yan’s words. 

They had never expected that Moonshine Qilin’s recovery speed would not stop even though they were 

attacking it. Moreover, its recovery speed was so terrifying. It was too troublesome to fight it. 

The team members understood the severity of the situation. They would be doomed if they allowed 

Moonshine Qilin to recover and wake up. 

Following that, the team members began to use their skills. They used their full strength, not daring to 

hold back. 

If they failed, all their previous efforts would be in vain. Not only would the Land of Origin team be 

eliminated, but their lives would also be in danger. 

Every team member desperately attacked Moonshine Qilin’s wound. 

Liu Yan was the same. He used his three S-grade skills, Power of the Earth, Dragonification, and Absolute 

Unrivaled simultaneously. The stacked buffs significantly increased Liu Yan’s melee attack power. 

With the tremendous boost from his SS-grade weapon, Blue Flame Gloves, Liu Yan continued to attack 

Moonshine Qilin. 



Chapter 449: Give It a Try 

 

On the vast plains. 

Liu Yan and the others were using all their strength to attack Moonshine Qilin. 

Moonshine Qilin was in the middle of the giant crater. It did not move at all. It did not resist, and the 

team members kept beating it up. 

However, at this moment, Liu Yan and the others were worried. After all, Moonshine Qilin was rapidly 

recovering. If their attack speed were slower than Moonshine Qilin’s recovery speed, Moonshine Qilin 

would regain its strength. When it recovered to its peak condition, everyone would be doomed. 

After everyone attacked for a while, Liu Yan also used his S-grade skill, Omniscient Insight, to perceive 

the situation inside Moonshine Qilin’s body. 

Through his perception, Liu Yan understood the situation inside Moonshine Qilin’s body, and his 

expression immediately turned ugly. 

Although Moonshine Qilin had many wounds on its body that were worsening under everyone’s attacks, 

they did not harm Moonshine Qilin’s foundation. 

Under everyone’s attacks, Moonshine Qilin was still healing itself rapidly. 

Moonshine Qilin’s strength was too strong, so they could only deal limited damage to Moonshine Qilin. 

However, Moonshine Qilin’s recovery speed was shockingly fast. It caused Liu Yan and the others to 

damage it slower than its recovery speed. 

Liu Yan could not help but become anxious at this moment. 

If this continued, the result would be a failure. 

It would not be long before Moonshine Qilin fully recovered. 

At that time, they would not be able to fight Moonshine Qilin at its peak condition. 

Previously, dealing with Moonshine Qilin had been extremely tiring, and they had used up all their 

trump cards. 

Everyone was already exhausted and could not use their ultimate skills again. 

Liu Yan, Allen Smith, and Xu Han could not use their powerful trump card skills again. 

If they were to face Moonshine Qilin in its peak condition again, they would have no chance of winning. 

Liu Yan could not help but feel a little regretful at this moment. He had never thought that the final boss 

would be so powerful. 

If Liu Yan had known earlier, he would not have come to finish off the final boss in advance. 



He thought they were strong, but he did not expect Moonshine Qilin to be even more powerful and 

challenging to defeat. 

Liu Yan was naturally unwilling to give up and wait for death. He did not stop attacking and kept thinking 

of ways to deal with it. 

As for the enchanted puppet, he had already lost quite a number of them. The rest of the enchanted 

puppets were helping the metal attribute territory and the wood attribute territory. Naturally, they 

could not solve the current predicament. 

As for Shadow Wolf, Liu Yan had yet to use it. 

Shadow Wolf was indeed powerful. After absorbing the blood essence of many high-level fierce beasts, 

Shadow Wolf’s potential had already reached SS-grade. It was also a mighty fierce beast like Moonshine 

Qilin. 

However, Shadow Wolf’s level had not increased much. It was only a little over level 40 and had yet to 

fully mature. It obviously could not threaten Moonshine Qilin, whose potential was as high as level 70. 

Liu Yan also continuously pondered over the abilities he possessed. 

Liu Yan possessed many skills, many high-grade equipment pieces, and treasures. 

However, Liu Yan had already unleashed his full strength. 

Using the SS-grade Blue Flame Gloves, Liu Yan’s close-combat strength had long reached its peak under 

the support of three powerful S-grade skills. 

Liu Yan had no other way to deal with Moonshine Qilin even now. 

He had already used his trump card, Blue Flame Strike. He could not use it again for now. 

As for the other attack methods, although they were powerful, they were still inferior to Liu Yan’s close-

combat attacks using Blue Flame Gloves. They were also unable to pose a threat to Moonshine Qilin. 

However, Liu Yan’s eyes immediately lit up as he thought of the only possible way to break out of this 

situation. 

That was the Flying Cloud Mystic Bow, an S-grade weapon! 

Flying Cloud Mystic Bow’s grade was S-grade and still inferior to Blue Flame Gloves. 

However, it was also incomparably powerful, especially its God’s Effect. 

The God Effect of Flying Cloud Mystic Bow was Elemental Condensation. Its effect was to fuse the power 

of various elements into an explosive attack. 

Previously, Liu Yan had already understood that there were two results for fusing the power of many 

types of attributes. 

One was that the different attributes repelled each other, directly causing the user to go crazy. 



The other result was that the user’s strength was strong enough to suppress the two attribute energies. 

The user fuses two or more different attribute energies and then released an extremely terrifying 

power. 

Fusing different attributes was a dangerous act. 

But as long as it was successful, it could burst forth with unimaginable terrifying power. 

Liu Yan knew he wasn’t a top expert, and his strength wasn’t enough to forcefully fuse the two different 

attribute energies. 

But Flying Cloud Mystic Bow’s God’s Effect could! 

Liu Yan had always wanted to try it before. If he succeeded, he could gain a powerful trump card skill. 

But attribute fusion was too dangerous. Even if Liu Yan relied on Flying Cloud Mystic Bow to fuse 

attribute energies, it was still risky. Liu Yan had never had the chance to try it. 

But now, Liu Yan could only do it. 

If Liu Yan succeeded, he could defeat Moonshine Qilin in one go, break the dire situation, and overcome 

the current predicament. 

If Liu Yan failed, there was a high possibility that he would suffer a backlash from the elemental energy. 

He might even explode and die. 

Although it was dangerous, Liu Yan had no choice but to try. 

After all, he could not wait for his doom without doing anything. 

Rather than waiting for death, he might as well give it a try. 

Moreover, Liu Yan’s current mastery of multiple attribute energies had already far surpassed his 

previous mastery. 

Previously, Liu Yan had also grasped the fire, ice, wind, and lightning attribute energies. 

But in the end, he had only relied on the extraction skill to grasp it. 

But the current Liu Yan was no longer the same as before. 

Currently, Liu Yan already grasped the SS-grade Wood Secret Art, the SS-grade Gold Secret Art, and the 

S-grade Fire Secret Art. He was already familiar with these three attribute energies. 

Liu Yan didn’t think much and made up his mind to give it a try. 

Immediately, Liu Yan stopped his attacks. 

Liu Yan looked at the team members, who were still attacking Moonshine Qilin with all their might. He 

faintly said, “Stop attacking. Our attack speed isn’t even as fast as the recovery speed of Moonshine 

Qilin. It’s meaningless if we continue attacking it. We’re just stalling for time. We’ll still fail in the end.” 

When the team members heard this, they felt a little hopeless. 



They were all experts in the team and were the talents among this batch of students from the continent. 

Even so, they had used all their strength and tried their best to attack the injured Moonshine Qilin, but it 

was still useless. The speed of their attacks wasn’t even as fast as Moonshine Qilin’s recovery speed. It 

was frustrating and miserable. 

Until now, everyone used all sorts of methods to attack Moonshine Qilin. They were at the end of their 

rope but still unable to defeat Moonshine Qilin. The team members could not help but feel a little 

disheartened. 

Chapter 450: The Backlash of Elemental Energy 

 

When the team members learned their attacks were not even as fast as Moonshine Qilin’s recovery, 

they were frustrated. 

“What should we do? We’re attacking with all our might, but it’s recovering even faster!” 

“When Moonshine Qilin fully recovers, we’ll be finished.” 

“That’s right. Captain and the other top experts used all their trump cards to heavily injure Moonshine 

Qilin.” 

“We’re finished. We won’t have a chance this time.” 

“We managed to survive the siege of four representative teams from the two forces. Are we going to 

lose here?” 

“I didn’t think that we would lose here.” 

“Captain and the others did their best. It’s all our fault for being too weak. Otherwise, the battle would 

have ended long ago!” 

… 

The team members were in despair. 

They had never expected that they would lose here in the end. 

At this moment, Allen Smith had a helpless look on his face. Ever since he was young, he had been 

blessed by the heavens and had never encountered any obstacle. 

However, he had never expected that he would lose here this time. 

In the battle against Moonshine Qilin, Allen Smith had already used his full strength. He had even used 

his final trump card. 

Now, he was at his wit’s end. 

Murong Xue sighed and said, “There’s nothing I can do. Moonshine Qilin’s recovery speed is too fast!” 

Xu Han, who was not far away, could not help but say, “Since we can’t beat Moonshine Qilin anyway, 

why don’t we run?” 



Chu Long shook her head slightly and said, “Moonshine Qilin’s aggro has already been attracted by us. It 

will chase after us. There’s no way for us to leave the fifth level of the Tower. It’s useless to run.” 

When everyone heard this, they all felt a sense of despair. 

They could neither fight nor run. They were helpless. 

However, Liu Yan said, “Everyone, step back. Don’t disturb me. I’ll give it another try.” 

Liu Yan believed he could use God’s Effect of Flying Cloud Mystic Bow, Elemental Condensation. This 

way, he could fuse wood attribute energy and metal attribute energy to unleash a terrifying power. 

Then, he might defeat the injured Moonshine Qilin. 

However, Liu Yan was not sure if he could successfully use it. He could only try and find out. It was the 

only way. 

The team members heard Liu Yan’s words and saw his determined face. Seeing Liu Yan was not 

flustered, the team members could not help but feel some anticipation in their hearts. 

Did Liu Yan still have a way? 

However, everyone immediately felt that it was unlikely. After all, Liu Yan had put in a lot of effort and 

used his trump card in the battle. 

Without Liu Yan, they would not manage to injure Moonshine Qilin severely. 

However, Liu Yan, who had used his trump card, probably did not have much strength to deal with 

Moonshine Qilin anymore. 

But seeing Liu Yan’s serious expression, everyone could not help but feel a trace of anticipation in their 

hearts. 

The team members hurriedly left the large crater to make room for Liu Yan. 

If they stayed here and continued to attack Moonshine Qilin, there would not be much effect. On the 

contrary, it would affect Liu Yan. 

After everyone retreated to the back, they watched curiously. They did not dare to speak a word to 

prevent Liu Yan from being distracted. They all watched curiously to see if Liu Yan had any ideas. 

At this moment, everyone was at their wit’s end. Their only chance was with Liu Yan. 

If it were anyone else, they would not believe they still had a way to deal with Moonshine Qilin. 

But this person was Liu Yan. 

They had seen Liu Yan do many impossible things, so they were looking forward to it. 

As everyone watched, they also discussed in low voices. 

“I wonder if Captain Liu still has a way.” 

“I didn’t expect Captain Liu to have a trump card.” 



“Captain Liu just used such a powerful skill, and he still has the strength to continue using his trump 

card?” 

“Who knows? This person is Liu Yan. How can we measure him with common sense?” 

“I hope Captain Liu can defeat Moonshine Qilin. I don’t want to die here. I still want to head to the 

higher levels of the Tower and the bigger world.” 

… 

Allen Smith frowned slightly and said, “Liu Yan used a powerful skill not long ago. How come he still has 

power?” 

“I don’t understand either.” Xu Han shook his head and said, “The powerful skill that Liu Yan just used is 

already much more powerful than my trump card, Extreme Frost Storm. I didn’t expect that he could use 

more.” 

“I hope Brother Liu Yan has a way.” Chu Long said with anticipation. 

“I really want to live. Liu Yan must save us. I’ll listen to whatever you say in the future.” Zheng Tainan 

said nervously. 

Murong Xue was relatively relaxed at this time. 

Although she did not know what else Liu Yan could do at this time, she had been with Liu Yan for a long 

time and was familiar with him. 

In Murong Xue’s heart, Liu Yan had always been unpredictable. The upper limit was unimaginable. 

With Liu Yan’s personality, there was a high probability he would succeed if he said he had a way. 

Murong Xue trusted Liu Yan very much. 

“Why do you care so much? Liu Yan said that he has a way, then he has a way. We just need to wait 

patiently.” Murong Xue said with a relaxed expression. 

At the same time, Liu Yan arrived not far away from Moonshine Qilin. He put away his SS-grade weapon, 

Blue Flame Gloves, and took out his S-grade weapon, Flying Cloud Mystic Bow. 

Liu Yan held Flying Cloud Mystic Bow tightly. After all, this was his first time trying to fuse many 

attributes, so he could not help but feel a little nervous. 

After a deep breath, Liu Yan began to move. 

After all, there was not much time left for Liu Yan now. 

Every time he delayed, Moonshine Qilin would recover more, which would be more disadvantageous to 

Liu Yan and the others. They had to get rid of Moonshine Qilin as soon as possible. 

Liu Yan held Flying Cloud Mystic Bow tightly and raised it. 

He activated SS-grade Wood Secret Art and SS-grade Gold Secret Art at the same time. 

It was the first time Liu Yan had used two attribute skills simultaneously. It felt novel. 



The surrounding wood attribute energy and metal attribute energy rapidly condensed and went berserk. 

Not long after, the wood attribute energy and metal attribute energy collided and went berserk. The air 

was filled with the two attribute energies, causing a backlash. 

Even with Liu Yan’s terrifying physical body, there were many wounds on his body. 

The ordinary awakened ones would have been instantly killed by this initial attribute backlash. 

Liu Yan was not surprised by this backlash. His physical strength was still able to withstand this level of 

backlash. 

Under the effect of the S-grade skill Dragonification, Liu Yan’s physical body attributes received a 

terrifying boost. His recovery ability was also the same. 

Numerous wounds quickly appeared, but they quickly healed. They did not cause substantial damage to 

Liu Yan, only some pain. 

Since entering the Tower to train, Liu Yan had already experienced countless trials and tribulations. 

This bit of pain was nothing to Liu Yan. 

 


